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 Spring Summer 2023 - Knitwear and Jersey Assisant

 

Devon Aoki wearing skirt and dress I worked on.



 General concept of this season was 
based around 

all related to a wedding. 





HAIRY AND LYCRA VEST

Sample partial knit exploring the front and reversed of the technique 





 white cardigan is crafted from lightweight wool with 
a hairy semi-sheer appearance and soft hand-feel.

 WOOL CARDIGAN, TOP AND SKIRT 





Fitting of draped tops and skirt with wire inside tubular chanels 



Adorned with a malleable wired curved neckline and 
placket. Complete with a button-up front closure. 

Cut to a fitted fit and below waist length.



Samples made by nylon and elastane with mesh technique  and tubular chanel in the middle

STRECH MESH  SAMPLES









FIRST TRIALS OF EXPLORATION WITHIN RESPONSES OF RESEARCH





Cardinal red blouse features a heart with pleated 
details, draped sleeves and layered construction 

on the back. 









JERSEY MANIPULATION 

Exploring the movement of jersey throught strech,and 
twisting 









PSYCHEDELIC RENDERING
Artwork rendering





CAT ARTWORK INTARSIA 

FINAL ARTWORK  





stitch with irregular ladder details and cut to a fitted silhouette.

OPEN POINTELLE









VICHY 



Gingham pattern and is crafted from an open knit mohair wool blend.



ALL OVER STRIPES FINAL ARTWORK 
Exploring Diferrent Colour Ways 





ALL OVER STRIPES RENDERING



ALL OVER STRIPES FINAL PRODUCT



Les Fleurs Studios

Junior Knitwear Designer 2022-2023 

inspiration in the harmonious yet contrasting 
qualities of nature, and the mythological tales of 

Nymphs and Satyrs perfectly embody this 
 

dualism. 
 

The Nymphs, with their ethereal connection to the 
environment, their gentle essence through flowing 

silhouettes, delicate patterns, and earthy tones. 
 

Just as the Nymphs balanced their roles as pro-
tectors and free spirits. It’s a re minder that within 
us resides the harmonious interplay of contrasts. 

 





LES FLEUR SHOW DUALISMO SS24

Next in the lineup is a crochet dress crafted with meticulous 
attention to crochet and construction. Following, we have a 
dress elegantly combining crochet wih delicate lace fabric.



LES FLEUR SHOW DUALISMO SS24



LES FLEUR STUDIO COMMERCIAL LINE 



LES FLEUR STUDIO COMMERCIAL LINE 



DRAPED EXPERIMENTATION 



Proposal of different styles.





Proposal of different styles. 





Crochet tops developement 
and final pieces by me.   





SAMPLE SWATCH DEVELOPMENT





Wool dress and gloves distressed with open holes 
featured in Sick Magazine 2022







Mock up development 



74% Suri Alpaca /
22% Merino Wool (21 mic.) /

4% Polyamide

COUNT NM 
1/2.6

Rendering of style propositions



Artwork development for jacquard 
and proposals colourways





Mock up Develoment and rendering of proposal styles







Mock up development 



Mock up development of different styles 



Placement of techniques 
and development of launch 

sample techniques 





Mock up and trims development with launch of the previous page.



Proposals of crochet motif taking as main reference picture in the next 
page.





Samples of jacquard print I have developed and work and mock up commercial style.



Final artwork I worked on.



Mock up development of style proposition. 



Propositions of placement sequins 

Colour Ways Propositions



DESIGN PROJECT BY:

SHARI LESMES







ENGINEERED LUXURY



SWATCH DEVELOPMENT 



STAND WORK WITH TECHNIQUE







SWATCHING EXPERIMENTATION 



SWATCHING EXPERIMENTATION 










